Q: Can you assign a pathologic grade if bx of highest T AND bx of highest N, where case meets criteria for pathologic staging?

A: The grade rules indicate for a pathological grade the tumor must have been resected. We checked with AJCC and they indicated you cannot use the highest T and N to assign a pathological GRADE, you need a surgical resection. It is important to follow the grade rules for collecting grade. They may differ from the rules for assigning TNM stage.

Q: What about sites that have individual grade modifiers like Fuhrman Grade, And FIGO?

A: Review the grade tables for those sites in the Grade manual. Review the recommended grade systems and any notes which may direct you on coding in certain circumstances. Some of the GYN sites do use FIGO while some do not. Fuhrman grade is no longer used for kidney - see table notes.

Q: If a surgical procedure removes the primary site without LND required for path staging do we still assign the pathologic grade?

A: YES absolutely. Grade is recorded for every reportable tumor, regardless of eligibility for TNM staging and whether or not you are required to collect TNM stage. Pathological Grade is based on the resection of the primary tumor for most sites. Whether or not lymph nodes or other metastatic sites are biopsied, is not a factor. Great question.

Q: If no bx performed; just surgical resection; Do you use code 9?

A: Correct for most sites. For most sites, you would code 9 for clinical grade if no biopsy was done prior to resection of the primary tumor. The exception would be a site like bladder or melanoma where the resected tumor is included as part of the clinical assessment.

Clinical grade should reflect what the physician knew about the grade prior to treatment. If a biopsy was not performed prior to treatment, then prior to treatment the physician would not know the grade of the tumor.

Q: How would one code a grade on a case diagnosed in 2017 and surgery is in 2018? The pathologist used the 2018 cap guidelines for the surgical procedure. Would this affect the grade coding guidelines?
A: Since the date of diagnosis is 2017, you would collect the grade in the single grade/differentiation data item. Even though the pathologist used the 2018 CAP guidelines, the grade should still be able to be collected, just follow the previous grade rules for the site you have. The version of Grade, SSDI’S, Summary Stage, AJCC TNM Stage are all based the year of diagnosis, not when the case was accessioned or treated.

Q: If the clinical grade is higher than the pathological grade, the instructions indicate to use the clinical grade, so we lose the pathological grade. If we have fields to collect both clinical & pathologic grade, why would we negate the actual path grade?

A: The taskforce discussed this at length with input and guidance from the College of American Pathologist representative, as well as AJCC representatives. The highest microscopically proven grade within the overall tumor is what is prognostically significant and may factor into treatment selection as well as patient outcome.

Q: If no residual cancer after surgery do you code 9, unknown grade?

A: Not if a grade was established during the clinical timeframe. If you have a grade from the clinical bx, and there is no residual at surgery, then use the clinical grade to code both Clinical Grade and Pathological Grade.

Q: If you have a bx w/ melanoma and then a surgery w/ no residual, you grade the bx as clinical, what about the surgery? Do you assign the clinical grade for surgery or 9 for the no residual?

A: Use the clinical grade for both. The pathological grade is based in that situation on the microscopic exam of the wide excision and tumor from the clinical timeframe. This reflects TNM Staging for melanoma. The incisional biopsy and excisional biopsy would both be considered information from the Clinical timeframe. And the pathological time frame can include all information from the clinical workup.

Q: If we do not know whether the grade is clinical or pathological, if there's a surgery, can we assume it as pathological?

A: No. Because you don’t know if the grade IS from the surgery. Therefore per the 4th bullet in code 4 for Clinical grade coding guidelines “if there is only one grade available and it cannot be determined if it is clinical or pathological, assign it as a clinical grade and code unknown (9) for pathological grade, and blank for post-therapy grade.
Q: For Slide 22, note 4, would we go by this rule for TURP?

A: The grade determined from a TURP would be used in assigning a clinical grade. However, this is not an example of the meaning of the 4th bullet in Note 4 slide 22. The 4th bullet in note 4 on slide 22 is describing a situation where you have limited information about a case, likely because the Dx and/or Tx were done elsewhere and you only have a narrative perhaps such as “Patient recently moved to Sacramento from Iowa. She is s/p Dx/surgery for newly diagnosed breast cancer. Patient admitted to Outpatient Infusion center for her third cycle of 1st course chemotherapy for Stage IIIIB Infiltrating Breast Ca, SBR9; patient requires fluid and antiemetic support”. In this case, you don’t know if the SBR9 is from the Bx, the surgery, both, etc. Therefore, collect the SBR9 grade in your clinical grade data item, code the pathological grade to 9, and post-therapy grade is left blank.

This is just one example, other scenarios are possible.

Q: On the statement about the surgical resection meeting AJCC criteria for cancer site, does that mean, for example, for a prostate ca, if TURP done but not prostatectomy, there is no pathological grade even with surgical resection of psite because of the type?

A: That is correct. For most sites resection of the primary tumor is enough to meet the criteria for pathological grade. However, for sites like bladder a partial cystectomy at least is required (because the bladder wall must be able to be assessed, and for prostate, the entire organ must be removed to meet the criteria for pathological stage.

Q: Colon: Grade is commonly reported as "low grade" or "high grade" for colorectal primaries in our region. How would Grade be recorded for Colon when reported as such?

A: If that is the only grade description used, you would have to code 9 for both clinical and pathological grade. The colon site uses nuclear grade codes 1-4; these cannot be crosswalked to an A-D generic option. However be sure to take each case separately and code per documentation.

Q: Can you explain Blank vs Unknown for Grade?

A: The Clinical Grade and the Pathological Grade can never be blank. They must always be coded, even if the code is 9, unknown. The Post-Therapy Grade CAN be blank when the post-therapy timeframe is not applicable for case (i.e., the patient did not receive neoadjuvant therapy followed by a surgical resection)

Q: If they don’t bx the primary site and do a bx of a metastatic site of the breast can we give it a stage 4 even though we don’t have a grade for the primary site?

A: Yes. Follow the grade rule for collecting grade. Follow the TNM rules for documenting stage.

Q: What if path says low to mod diff?
A: If you’re indicating a situation where the grade is reported using both terms “low to mod diff”, you would code to the higher mod diff term/grade. Also, make sure to read the applicable site-specific notes as well.

Q: What if the FNA shows only high grade malignant cells and the resection is a specific type of cancer with a different grade?

A: That would depend on the primary site grade instructions. Review the grade table codes and notes for the site you are abstracting and also follow the timeframe rules. If you have a specific example to send in we may be able to provide a more complete answer.

Q: What if your State/Hospital does not require AJCC staging? How does AJCC 8th edition apply then?

A: The concept of clinical (pre-treatment) and pathological (post surgery) and Post-therapy (surgery after neoadjuvant treatment) grade concepts still apply.

Q: What grade would be used for brain primaries?

A: WHO grade is the priority when available. The brain and CNS grade tables also include Low and High grade options, along with the generic definitions A-D.

Q: Have these changes in terminology and grading schemas been communicated to pathologists globally? I am concerned that we will be coding a LOT of unknowns.

A: The SSDI TF spent a great deal of time working with representatives from AJCC and CAP updating the Grade data items. The intent was to ensure that the terminology and grading schemas reflect what physicians are using in the clinical setting and what they are reading about in the current medical literature.

Q: For slide 30, 9695/3 Follicular Grade 1 was left out. Is this not one of the applicable histologies or an omission from the other follicular listed?

A: YES- GREAT CATCH! I will update my slide! Thank you

Q: Is the crosswalk in the grade manual?
A: Yes it is, pages 32-33
**POST-THERAPY GRADE**

Q: Can you repeat the POST therapy criteria again, please?

A: Post-therapy Grade must be from resection of the primary tumor after neoadjuvant treatment. Both of those criteria must be met to assign a Post-therapy grade.

Q: What if after neo-adj there is no residual ca, what do you code for grade?

A: If they did a surgical resection of where the tumor had been (i.e. LAR for a rectal primary), then grade would be 9. If they did not do surgery, then post therapy grade would be blank. Either way, pathological grade would be 9.

Q: If a patient has neoadjuvant treatment, path grade is always 9?

A: Correct. Post-therapy grade will be blank unless the patient received neoadjuvant treatment AND the patient had resection of the primary tumor after the neoadjuvant treatment.

Q: When you say "Grade Post Therapy" are you referring specifically to neoadjuvant therapy?

A: Grade Post-Therapy is referring to the grade identified from resection of the primary tumor following neoadjuvant therapy. If the patient had some form of neoadjuvant therapy, chemotherapy, radiation therapy/combo, etc., which WAS FOLLOWED BY TUMOR RESECTION, the grade from this resection is the post-therapy grade.

Q: Is it possible to have a post therapy grade if a post treatment bx is done and grade is given?

A: No. The tumor must be resected after the completion of the neoadjuvant treatment. The biopsy is likely being used by the MD to decide upon further adjuvant therapy, or possibly in planning for type of surgical resection.

Q: A patient had a biopsy followed by surgical resection with residual adjuvant treatment and follow-up bx post treatment. Can you have all three grades coded?

A: NEVER. If the patient had bx (clinical grade), followed by surgical resection (pathological grade) you have completed collecting grade. Post therapy grade is assigned when after the bx (clinical grade) the patient then received neoadjuvant treatment which was followed by tumor resection. In this situation you would not have a pathological grade (code 9).
If criteria for a pathological grade is met, then post-therapy grade criteria is not applicable (data item left blank).

As an FYI...you can never have a Pathological AJCC stage and a Post-therapy AJCC. You can only have one or the other. Never both.

Q: If a patient has neo-adjuvant chemo followed by lumpectomy - would they have clinical and post treatment w/o pathologic grade?

A: Assuming a grade was given from an incisional biopsy prior to neoadjuvant treatment, the grade from the incisional bx would be assigned to the clinical grade. The grade from the resected tumor that was taken after neoadjuvant tx would be assigned in post-therapy grade. Pathological grade would be 9.

Q: Post-Therapy - will software literally be blank? Or will it state "blank" so it's not actually blank? Blank values were a problem when performing internal abst QC/VE, and running data requests.

A: My understanding is the data item will actually be left blank. However, I would recommend you talk with your software vendor to see how they are treating these cases.

BREAST

Q: If a breast patient has moderately diff ductal carcinoma and high grade DCIS, which grade do we use? The lower grade with the higher histology or higher grade with lower histology? Also for staging?

A: Assign the grade based on the invasive component of tumor (Mod-Diff=Code B). However, this would mean you could not use the grade to assign the stage group per Note 8 in the grade table notes.

Q: What would clinical grade be for breast, invasive moderately differentiated ductal carcinoma, nuclear grade 2?

A: Moderately differentiated is included in the breast grade table for invasive tumors - Code B. I would ignore the nuclear grade 2 term (in breast the nuclear grade terms are only used for an in situ tumor)

Q: Grade for breast – The manual states you need to include Tubule formation, nuclear pleomorphism, and mitotic count. 3 criteria is required. If the Pathologist only state Gr 1 3-5 points are we accepting Grade 1 . Notes state all three categories is designated?

A: All three do not have to be “stated” if the SBR grade score is clearly documented. Per note 5: If the SBR/Nottingham score was not documented, HOWEVER, the tubule formation 2, nuclear pleomorphism 2 and mitotic count 3 (numbers for each were documented), then you may add these together to
calculate the SBR score of 7 which would = G2, Code 2. YOU can calculate the score ONLY when all 3 are
documented. Conversely, if the pathologist only states the total score, i.e., SBR 7, then assign the
appropriate code for a SBR score of 7; the pathologist already did the math.

Q: For invasive breast, is "intermediate" on its own sufficient to assign code 2?
A: See resources at https://apps.naaccr.org/ssdi/list/

Q: How do you code DCIS, micropapillary, solid, of breast?
A: Grade would be coded as 9

Q: What if an incisional biopsy is performed and then the patient has a lumpectomy, but no residual
tumor is found. Does that mean the initial biopsy was actually excisional (treatment). In that situation
would Clinical Grade be 9 and the Pathological grade be based on information from the first procedure?
A: No. The intent of the initial biopsy was to diagnose and classify the tumor. It was not meant to be
treatment. This is the information the physician used to determine the first treatment (excisional
biopsy). We would code the information from initial biopsy in Clinical Grade. The lumpectomy confirmed
that there was no residual tumor. After the lumpectomy the physician knew the entire tumor had been
removed and the highest grade cells produced by that primary tumor were the ones identified in the
initial biopsy. Therefore, Pathological Grade would be the grade identified in the initial biopsy.

Q: For 2018 cases, do we leave the old grade field blank or put 9?
A: For 2018 and forward cases, leave the old grade data item blank. If the field is not blank for 2018 and
forward cases and edit will be triggered. Coding the new grade fields for pre-2018 cases will also result
in an edit.

Q: Does the clinical grade apply to an excisional biopsy (like in breast) with negative margins? Or would
you use the pathological grade?
A: For a breast case the grade from an excisional biopsy would be considered/used for the pathological
grade. If they did not do some kind of excisional biopsy prior to the excision, then clinical grade would
be 9-unknown.

Q: What if the clinical grade was Nuclear Grade and Pathological grade is Nottingham grade and
Nuclear Grade is higher, do we still pick the higher grade?
A: For the clinical grade, assign the appropriate code based on what the nuclear grade is. This is not the
preferred grading system, but codes A-D can be used to record the nuclear grade. For the pathological
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grade, the Nottingham grade is the preferred grading system, so you would code the appropriate grade using the preferred grading system. The preferred grading system always takes priority.

Q: I abstracted a 2018 breast case, biopsy was positive for invasive ductal carcinoma, nuclear grade III. No SBR/Nottingham grade given. How should clinical grade be coded?

A: For Breast, the historic grade (nuclear grade) can be captured in codes A-D. The mapping/crosswalk terms can be used in this case. For Nuclear grade III, this is equivalent to a C. So, for your 2018 case, you may assign a clinical grade of C.

Q: Breast - what if only a grade is given, not stated to be SBR grade? Is "grade" equivalent to SBR grade?

A: It’s hard to say without having an actual description and path report. The statement “grade 1, or grade 2”, etc., in and of itself is not necessarily equivalent to SBR grade. You would want to review the pathology report further to see if there is additional documentation to indicate they are referring to an SBR or Nottingham grade. You need documentation that they are actually referring to the SBR grade. OR you need documentation they are referring to a generic grade for which codes A-D may be appropriate. If there is no documentation to clarify, Code 9 may be your only option. However, this is not a blanket statement and you must evaluate each case on all documentation available.

Q: In the breast if the bx is just "low grade" or "grade 1" would the code be 1 or would it be 9 unknown?

A: Low grade cannot be used for an invasive tumor, and you would code as 9. Low grade is reserved for in situ tumors. If all that is stated is “grade 1” you need to review the path report to see if there is further information which indicates whether the “grade” is referencing an SBR or Nottingham grade.

Q: Am I correct that breast primaries do not qualify for mapping/crosswalk term use since there are only 3 numeric codes listed in the new table (3-grade system)?

A: That is what I stated on the webinar; HOWEVER, THIS WAS AN ERROR. Please note, the conversion or mapping terms list may be used for ANY grade table which includes the generic 4-grade categories A-D. See corrected slide handouts at the end of this Q&A which explains this further. The grade manual directions will also be clarified.

GENITOURINARY
Q: Would you mind reiterating when the updates for the Grade ID 19 will show in the online version (Currently Version 1.1). For example, the use of 1-3 for SCC/Adenoca and L/H for urothelial?

A: The updated manual was sent. This will also be reflected in SEER*RSA next week.

Q: Please repeat the added note for slide 17.

A: Grade G1, G2, G3 are used for Squamous cell carcinoma and Adenocarcinoma. Low Grade and High grade are used for Urothelial carcinomas.

Q: Could you please repeat the L & H usage vs 1-3?

A: For which site? The rules are different for different sites. For bladder, L & H take precedence for urothelial primaries. For squamous and adenocarcinoma, codes 1-3 take precedence. For sites like colon, low and high are not valid options and would be coded to 9.

Q: If State/Hospital does not collect AJCC Stage, how do we know the TURBT (for example) is clinical and not surgical, as TURBT is captured as a surgery? My facility will not be purchasing AJCC 8th edition nor completing the training as it is not applicable.

A: A TURBT is a surgical procedure (and a valid treatment) however it is not a surgical procedure that is considered a definitive tumor resection for the bladder per Grade Rules or TNM rules. It is really more a tumor debulking. The grade from a TURBT would be collected as a Clinical Grade. Example. Cystoscopy with bx positive for squamous cell ca, well differentiated; G1. This is followed by a TURBT revealing squamous cell ca, moderately differentiated; G2. Both of these procedures would be considered part of the clinical workup & timeframe, and the higher grade from the TURBT would be assigned for your clinical grade. Your pathological grade would be code 9; cannot be assessed. Post-therapy grade would be left blank.

Q: If an initial prostate bx revealed a gl 6(3+3) and a second biopsy done with a gl 7(3+4) that finalized a treatment plan, which Gleason are you going to use?

A: If there is more than one grade identified within the same time frame. Code the higher grade documented.

Q: If someone has a bladder primary, but has cytoprostatectomy, prostate ca found incidentally. The clinical grade for the prostate ca, would be 9 correct?
A: Correct! The prostate cancer was found incidentally on surgical resection for the bladder cancer. So there was no clinical grade, nor clinical staging which are applicable for the prostate primary.

Q: Is a pathologic grade coded even if the surgical resection doesn't meet the requirement for AJCC staging for that site? For example, if only a partial cystectomy is done for bladder.

A: Yes. FYI a partial cystectomy DOES meet AJCC surgical criteria for bladder.

Q: Can the grade manual be updated to include information that specifies when treatment is clinical not pathological? Example, TURBT or TURP, add notes to Bladder or Prostate, that if that is the only "treatment" provided, it is clinical grade and not pathological.

A: Yes, we can add something to the grade manual about this.

QUICK QUIZ # 7

Q: In the prostate example: Why wouldn't you use 2 in the pathologic grade since you had a clinical grade of 2? (even though you did not have a pathologic term that could be coded)

A: Quick Quiz 7 pathological grade is 2 based on the higher clinical grade of Gleason 7. Were you accidentally looking at Quick Quiz 5 for prostate?

QUICK QUIZ #6

Q: For Quiz 6 Bladder. After Radical Cystectomy, Final path dx is High grade papillary urothelial ca?

A: Yes. Urothelial carcinomas may be either flat or papillary

QUICK QUIZ #7

Q: Could you please repeat the answers to quiz #7 prostate, was it 2, 2, blank?

A: Yes. Clinical Grade is 2. Pathological grade is 2. Post-therapy grade is blank.

QUICK QUIZ # 8

Q: Please repeat the rationale for Quiz question #8.
A: This patient had a biopsy of a liver mass which revealed metastatic ovarian cancer. Grade should be coded only from the primary site, never from a metastatic site. Therefore, our grade code is 9/unknown

QUICK QUIZ # 9

Q: Why not the Mod Diff grade for the colon ca with hemicolecotomy if we can code to the highest grade known if patient had a resection?

A: The highest grade is “high grade adenocarcinoma” from the hemicolecotomy. However, high grade is not a code option in the colon table & the coding notes provide no special allowance or direction in this case. And, while “high grade” is included in the list of mapping terms, the colon table uses numeric grade codes 1,2,3,4, which cannot be mapped to the A-D codes in the mapping table.

Q: For the #9 example, why wouldn't the path grade be a 2 (since you have grade from the biopsy? You have the path grade as a 9
Q: On slide 49 why would you not bring the clinical grade 2 into the pathological grade since there was a resection?
Q: Can we use Path grade : High grade? Why did we use path grade 9?

A: The clinical grade in this case is lower (moderately differentiated) than the pathological grade (High Grade). So we can’t use the rule that states if the clinical grade is higher than pathological grade, to use the clinical grade for both. The path grade is 9 because High grade is not a code option in the table. AND, there are no coding notes in the colon table that indicate we can code “high grade” to one of the codes in the table. IN ADDITION, the term high grade, while it is included in the mapping terms list, the grade table codes for colon are numeric, and we are not allowed to crosswalk a mapping term to grade definitions with numeric codes. So in this case, code 9, grade cannot be assessed must be recorded.

Q: For exercise 9...Does the term "subsequent hemicolecotomy" mean secondary treatment and not part of 1st course treatment?

A: No the scenario was intended to describe first course treatment. The word subsequent means “following or next”, etc.

Q: Colon, ID 02 - generic 4 grade system is not provided. Quiz #9, surg uses terminology "high grade" but it is not listed. What would the Grade Path be? Or can you use the Mapping/Crosswalk for generic grade?

A: Pathological Grade: high grade is not a code option in Grade ID 02 for colon & the coding notes provide no special direction or allowance. Since the grade codes are numeric 1-4, the mapping terms cannot be used. Pathological grade fits no description within the colon code table therefore grade is coded to 9; unknown.

QUICK QUIZ #10A
Q: Could you explain 10A pathologic breast?

A: The pathological grade is 1 based on the clinical biopsy which identified the invasive ductal ca, Grade 1. Grade is always collected from the invasive component of a tumor when both in situ and invasive components are present. The surgical resection only revealed some residual DCIS with no remaining invasive tumor. So we use the clinical grade for our pathological grade (which captured the invasive portion of the tumor).

QUICK QUIZ #10B

Q: What was the grade path for Quick Quiz 10B breast?

A: The pathological grade is 1, based on the tumor resection revealing an invasive ductal ca. Our clinical grade was H, for high grade DCIS which is all that was known during the clinical timeframe and diagnostic workup. But on definitive resection of the primary tumor, an invasive component of the tumor was identified. Grade is always coded based on the invasive component of a tumor when both in situ and invasive are present.

Q: Quiz 10B - how will this be recorded because it will not be apparent that the bx was DCIS, or is it apparent simply because the High grade is used only for in situ? Not really obvious enough for data analysts.

A: For breast the grades L, M, H are only applicable for in situ carcinomas.

Q: Why isn't clinical Grade 1, for Quiz question 10B since in Question 10A we ignored the in-situ and assigned both Grade 1?

Q: On that last case (10B), it doesn't make sense to pick up the clinical grade since it's higher because we have an option for pathological grade? What's the point of having 3 different types of grade if we can't code it accurately?

A: In 10A the clinical bx showed an invasive ductal ca, Grade 1. Then the lumpectomy revealed no remaining invasive tumor, and instead only revealed residual DCIS. The pathological grade of 1 is assigned based on the clinical grade for the invasive tumor. Grade is always assigned based on the invasive component when both are present.

Remember the pathological grade timeframe includes all grade information from the clinical timeframe and diagnostic workup THROUGH the completion of the surgical resection of the primary tumor. And you code the highest grade of the two

In 10B, the clinical biopsy only showed high grade DCIS, and no invasive component was identified. Therefore our clinical grade can only be assigned based on the microscopic evidence of an in situ cancer
(we had no knowledge about the tumor in the clinical timeframe, other than that it was in situ). There was no invasive tumor component identified on the biopsy. Patient then had lumpectomy which revealed the tumor had an invasive component, along with residual DCIS. So for the pathological timeframe we have proof of the invasive component, and grade is always assigned based on the invasive component, if a tumor contains both in situ & invasive.

You are collecting grade accurately if you are following the timeframe rules.

GRADE CONVERSION / MAPPING TERMS

Q: Can you please go over the rules for the conversion tables.
Q: The mapping is very confusing, how do we know when we should perform mapping to grade?

A: CORRECTED INFORMATION: the following differs from what I stated in the webinar. There was a misinterpretation of the grade manual instructions. The grade manual instructions will be updated and clarified. Here are the correct instructions:

- Terms in the mapping list may apply to any grade table (regardless of whether the priority system is a 2, 3 or 4 grade system) provided the table ALSO includes the generic 4-grade categories A-D.
- Therefore, when the preferred priority grade is not documented, and grade was stated using some other description, you can review the mapping terms list to see if one of the grade descriptions fits your case and can be mapped to an A-D code in your site grade table.
  - If you find the term or description, code the A-D grade as the table indicates.
  - If the term is not on the list, grade would be coded as 9.
  ➢ I have included corrected and revised slides 33-37 at the end of this Q&A

HANDOUTS, WEB LINKS, GRADE MANUAL, SEER*RSA, EDITS, OTHER MISC

Q: Is there a handout for this webinar? Where do we find it?


Q: Can you provide the slides with the additional rational notes for the Quiz slides

A: Yes! See supplemental handout with quiz answers and rationale posted on the NAACCR website.

Q: Are we able to order a paper copy of the 2018 Grade Manual? If so, when will it be available?

A: The grade manual is available on the NAACCR website. There are no plans to create a paper copy at this time.

Q: Is the grade manual final?
A: It is no longer in Draft form. That means we are no longer taking suggestions on formatting or general feed-back from registrars. However, if something is missing from the manual or something is incorrect, we will have to make changes.

Q: Noted that the Grade manual is no longer a draft but final manual. Is there an errata log for this manual? (separate and apart from the SSDI manual?)

A: We do not currently have a tracking system for changes, but that will be added for future revisions.

Q: Please confirm when and where the recorded version of this presentation will be available for registrars not able to view live versions.

A: https://www.naaccr.org/2018-implementation/#Education

Q: Where was the alphabetic list for Grade located?

A: Immediately following the schema ID list starting on page 14.

Q: Which sites do you recommend to down load to your desk top for the new 2018 sites...2018 grade and any other ones?

A: See the NAACCR implementation page. You should find links to all of the relevant manuals that have changed or are new for 2018.
https://www.naaccr.org/2018-implementation

Q: Is software due to go out in summer?

A: This is a question for your vendor

Q: The required data list v18 on the NAACCR website lists Grade item #440 is required by NPCR. The other Grade items are also required. The CoC does not require item #440 for Grade. Is this an oversight that needs to be updated?

A: That is correct. Grade item #440 is required for pre-2018 cases. The new grade data items are required for 2018+ cases. An edit will be triggered if the new grade data items are used for pre-2018 dx date cases or if the “old” grade item (#440) is used on 2018 cases.

Q: Can you show where grade manual is again on website?


Q: Where is the 2018 grade manual located? printable?

A: See Resources at https://apps.naaccr.org/ssdi/list/
Q: Which manual do we need to review for 2018 cases" SSDI Manual or Grade Manual?

A: Use the Grade Manual for the new Grade Data items. Use the SSDI Manual for all other SSDI’s. Technically, the new Grade Data items are SSDI’s (they are specific to certain sites). However, they are different enough from other SSDI’s that we felt they should have their own manual.

Q: Is there a way to just print the grading pages for each site?

A: You can print specific page from the manual.

Q: Will central registries be allowed to use SEER RSA 2018+?

A: Absolutely!

Q: Are there validations associated with all new grade data fields? Example: A patient with an in situ tumor can only utilize in situ grades?

A: At this point we have very few edits related to the new grade fields. I imagine we will add edits that cross check values with behavior, but we don’t have any now.

Q: Where does the Derived Schema come from? An API?

A: Yes

Q: Shouldn't item #440 be listed as RH for NPCR and not R?

A: RH probably would have been more appropriate since it is required only for pre-2018 cases.

Q: Suggestion - add word "Grade" to all of the links for SSDI page so folks know that both SSDI and Grade Manuals, etc. are found at this location. You wouldn't know they were on the SSDI page - unless you know they "go together”

A: Will do!

Q: Will registrars/registries be notified when the grade manual is updated? Will the changes be annotated? Will there be a version number change or a "date updated" included?

A: I’m not sure about versioning, but we do have a “Date Updated” included in the footers of the Grade and the SSDI manual.

Q: What does SSDI stand for?

A: Site Specific Data Item
Q: Will Registry Plus Online Help be updated with the new 2018 manuals as they are final? Will pre-2018 manuals be available as well?

A: I am not sure.

Q: After all the majority of changes are made, will there be a re-print of the 8th edition? Or will it only be updated on the on-line version?

A: Hopefully, most of the changes have been made and are included in the 3rd print of the AJCC manual. The 3rd print is currently available for purchase. I have not heard when the electronic version will be available.

Q: SSDI manual appendix A: Could this be a review when abstracting like the purple book and fords manual?

A: Yes. It contains a lot of great information.

Q: Can trainers use this presentation?

A: Yes. If you are an NPCR ETC, I am making my presentation available to you on the NPCR SharePoint.

Q: Is there a code for CE's

A: No CE’s were requested for this presentation in order for it to be free to everyone.

Q: Regarding the upcoming 2018 Radiation webinars: will the webinars be recorded so I can review at my convenience? I cannot make either of the live dates.

A: All of the 2018 implementation webinars will be posted (including Grade and Radiation). They will be posted to the https://www.naaccr.org/2018-implementation/#Education

SUGGESTIONS:

- Add word "Grade" to all of the links for SSDI page so folks know that both SSDI and Grade Manuals, etc. are found at this location. You wouldn't know they were on the SSDI page - unless you know they "go together"

- It would be VERY nice if someone could throw us a bone and grant CE's for these webinars. We are dedicating so much time trying to learn all these new coding systems, we should be rewarded somehow. It’s the least they could do. We are stressed enough! GREAT Webinar BTW! It cleared up a lot of questions I had.
- Curious - Should it be called SSDI? SSDI is usually Social Security Death Index.


### Example

**When terms CAN be mapped to generic 4-grade categories A-D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Priority grade descriptions in GI-03 not used & instead grade described using generic term included in A-D, code grade as indicated.*

**OR**

*If a description at right used, these can be mapped to one of the A-D codes.*

---

### Example

**Terms CAN be mapped to generic 4-grade categories A-D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: even though both modern & historical were present, the code was assigned as the grade is modern.*

---

### Example

**Terms CANNOT be mapped to generic 4-grade categories A-D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: if a grade was not used & the term is modern, then assigned as A.*

### Table

**Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: if the code is not used & the term is modern, then assigned as A.*

---

### Revised

**Example**

**When terms CAN be mapped to generic 4-grade categories A-D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Priority grade descriptions in GI-03 not used & instead grade described using generic term included in A-D, code grade as indicated.*

**OR**

*If a description at right used, these can be mapped to one of the A-D codes.*

---

### Revised

**Example**

**Terms CAN be mapped to generic 4-grade categories A-D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: modernized & historical were present, the grade was assigned as modern.*

### Revised

**Example**

**Terms CANNOT be mapped to generic 4-grade categories A-D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: if a grade was not used & the term is modern, then assigned as A.*

---

### Revised

**Example**

**When terms CAN be mapped to generic 4-grade categories A-D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Priority grade descriptions in GI-03 not used & instead grade described using generic term included in A-D, code grade as indicated.*

**OR**

*If a description at right used, these can be mapped to one of the A-D codes.*

---

### Revised

**Example**

**Terms CAN be mapped to generic 4-grade categories A-D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: modernized & historical were present, the grade was assigned as modern.*

### Revised

**Example**

**Terms CANNOT be mapped to generic 4-grade categories A-D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: if a grade was not used & the term is modern, then assigned as A.*